10 WAYS CONSUMERS
ARE USING THE
FITGRID CLASS APP

OVERVIEW
1. Create accountability
2. Take classes with friends
3. Plan workout schedule
4. Track workouts
5. Connect with classmates
6. See number of people in class
7. Book virtual classes
8. Avoid late fees
9. Earn and give rewards
10. Take friends' favorite classes

CREATE
ACCOUNTABILITY
Some people are self-motivated; others need
a little push. Consumers are using the Class

TAKE CLASSES WITH
FRIENDS

App for accountability and to motivate each

In addition to seeing friends' upcoming classes,

other. Every evening, the Class App sends

the Class App also allows consumers to invite

out a push notification to let them know

friends and family to specific classes. It even

which classes their friends have signed up

prompts them to do so immediately after

for so they can join them. This feature is

booking class!

popular with clients trying to help their
friends and family start their fitness journey.

TRACK WORKOUTS
ORGANIZE WORKOUT
SCHEDULES

When clients sign up for the app, they fill out a
profile that includes a weekly workout goal.
This goal is tracked automatically for every

Consumers love how easy is it is to see their

class taken. Clients can also add manual

upcoming and past classes straight from the

workouts outside of studio classes. The app

home screen. Classes populate for studios on

automatically sends notifications to

FitGrid whether the class is reserved in the

congratulate them on hitting their goal or

Class App or elsewhere (like Mindbody or your

encourages them to take another class.

website).

CONNECT WITH
CLASSMATES
BOOK VIRTUAL CLASSES IN
CURRENT TIME ZONE
Virtual classes make it possible for clients to take studios
all over the world. The only problem? Doing the math to
figure out what time class is in their time zone. The Class
App solves this problem automatically by showing class

Your clients might take classes with the
same people regularly but never actually
meet them. The Class App solves this
issue by making it possible to see who you
took class with and connect with them
directly in the app without ever having to
exchange phone numbers.

times in the client's time zone.

AVOID LATE FEES
Clients hate late cancellation fees and often take their
frustration out studio owners and managers. The Class

SEE THE NUMBER OF
PEOPLE IN CLASS

App helps clients avoid these fees by sending reminders

Clients appreciate being able to see how

before the cancellation window closes, keeping clients

many other people are in class with them.

happy, and opening coveted spots in your class.

Whether they prefer a full virtual class on
gallery view or an intimate socially

GIVE REWARDS TO FRIENDS

distanced experience in-studio, this is one
of the most loved features in the app.

Clients appreciate being able to see how many other
people are in class with them. Whether they prefer a full
virtual class on gallery view or an intimate socially
distanced experience in-studio, this is one of the most
loved features in the app.

TAKE CLASSES FROM
FRIENDS' FAV INSTRUCTORS
There's nothing better than a recommendation from a
friend. Consumers can see which instructors are their

SHARE THESE
BENEFITS
USE THESE INSIGHTS TO
LAUNCH THE FITGRID CLASS

friends' favorite, helping them make decisions with their

APP TO YOUR STUDIO'S

community's help.

COMMUNITY TODAY.

